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	One of the country's most trusted leaders offers time-tested and real world advice for leading in economic hard times


	From business giant Bill George, the acclaimed author of Wall Street Journal's bestseller True North, comes the just-in-time guide for anyone in a leadership position facing today's unprecedented economic challenges. The former CEO of Medtronic draws from his own in-the-trenches experience and lessons from leaders (representing an array of companies) who have weathered tough economic storms. With straight talk and clear directions, George shows leaders specifically what they must do to become strong leaders and survive any crisis. His seven lessons include: Face Reality, Starting with Yourself; Never Waste a Good Crisis; and Be Aggressive: This is Your Best Chance to Win in the Market. Seven Lesson for Leading in Crisis is a survival kit for anyone in a leadership position.

	
		A concise handbook for applying proven leadership lessons in tough times
	
		Written by Bill George one of America's most trusted business leaders and author of True North and Authentic Leadership
	
		Offers realistic actions leaders can take to put their companies on the right long-term path



	Seven Lesson for Leading in Crisis gives leaders a solid strategy for staying the course.
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Intellectual Property and Development: Theory and PracticeSpringer, 2013

	The book examines the correlation between Intellectual Property Law – notably copyright – on the one hand and social and economic development on the other. The main focus of the initial overview is on historical, legal, economic and cultural aspects. Building on that, the work subsequently investigates how intellectual property...
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A First Course in Topos Quantum Theory (Lecture Notes in Physics) (Volume 868)Springer, 2013

	In the last five decades various attempts to formulate theories of quantum gravity have been made, but none has fully succeeded in becoming the quantum theory of gravity. One possible explanation for this failure might be the unresolved fundamental issues in quantum theory as it stands now. Indeed, most approaches to quantum gravity...
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Data Mining Cookbook: Modeling Data for Marketing, Risk and Customer Relationship ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Get a data mining recipe for success to increase profits and reduce costs in today’s business world with–This book shows you how to create and implement models of the most commonly asked data mining questions for marketing, sales, risk analysis, and customer relationship management and support. You’ll get proven modeling...
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C++ The Core Language (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1995

	C++ is an object-oriented enhancement of the C programming language and is becoming the language of choice for serious software development.C++ has crossed the Single Book Complexity Barrier. The individual features are not all that complex, but when put together in a program they interact in highly non-intuitive ways. Many books discuss each...
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Protecting Networks with SATANO'Reilly, 1998

	SATAN (Security Administrator's Tool for Analyzing Networks) is a powerful aid for system administrators. It performs "security audits," scanning host computers for security vulnerabilities caused by erroneous configurations or by known software errors in frequently used programs. SATAN is a particularly interesting piece of...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 Inside Out Connectivity, Clients, and UMMicrosoft Press, 2013

	With a focus on connectivity, clients, and unified messaging, this book delivers the ultimate, in-depth reference to IT professionals planning and managing an Exchange Server 2013 deployment. Guided by Paul Robichaux, a Microsoft MVP and popular author, you will:

	
		Understand how Exchange Server 2013 works with previous...
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